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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can noninvasively quantify white matter
(WM) integrity. Although its application in adult traumatic brain injury (TBI) is common, few studies in
children have been reported. The purposes of this study were to examine the alteration of fractional
anisotropy (FA) in children with TBI experienced during early childhood and to quantify the association
between FA and injury severity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: FA was assessed in 9 children with TBI (age � 7.89 � 1.00 years;
Glasgow Coma Scale [GCS] � 10.11 � 4.68) and a control group of 12 children with orthopedic injuries
without central nervous system involvement (age � 7.51 � 0.95 years). All of the subjects were at
minimum 12 months after injury. We examined group differences in a series of predetermined WM
regions of interest with t test analysis. We subsequently conducted a voxel-wise comparison with
Spearman partial correlation analysis. Correlations between FA and injury severity were also calculated
on a voxel-wise basis.

RESULTS: FA values were significantly reduced in the TBI group in genu of corpus callosum (CC),
posterior limb of internal capsule (PLIC), superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), superior fronto-occipital
fasciculus (SFO), and centrum semiovale (CS). GCS scores were positively correlated with FA in
several WM areas including CC, PLIC, SLF, CS, SFO, and inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFO).

CONCLUSION: This DTI study provides evidence that WM integrity remains abnormal in children with
moderate-to-severe TBI experienced during early childhood and that injury severity correlated strongly
with FA.

Traumatic brain imaging (TBI) is the leading cause of ac-
quired disability in children resulting in significant deficits

in cognition, behavior, and social development, as well as im-
pairments in school performance and academic achieve-
ment.1-3 Little is known about the changes in brain structure,
chemistry, and organization resulting from TBI in children,
particularly for those injured at an early age who may be more
vulnerable to alterations in the course of brain maturation.
After TBI, damage to the brain is often found in gray and white
matter (WM) at the site of impact and also on the contralateral
side. WM tracts are vulnerable to the axonal stretching and
shearing associated with diffuse axonal injury occurring par-
ticularly in the corpus callosum (CC), brain stem, and subcor-
tical WM regions. Neuropathologic studies of TBI in adults4-6

support the idea that wallerian degeneration leads to axonal
collapse, myelin breakdown, and disconnection effects. A
growing body of data suggests that TBI in young children re-
sults in different and potentially more severe sequelae than is

the case for adults or older children.7-10 Unfortunately, stan-
dard approaches for assessing injury severity at the time of
injury (CT scans and Glasgow Coma Scale [GCS] scores) lack
sensitivity to subtle WM changes, thus making it difficult to
identify those children who are likely to have longer-term def-
icits. Quantitative MR imaging studies in both children and
adults have documented reduced CC volume and increased
ventricle-to-brain-volume ratios after moderate-to-severe
TBI.11-13 However, for less severe injuries in which conven-
tional MR imaging underestimates, newer imaging tech-
niques, such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), may provide
more sensitive and predictive indices of long-term WM alter-
ation after TBI in children.

DTI is an advanced MR imaging technique that can detect
in vivo anisotropic diffusion properties in WM. Fractional an-
isotropy (FA) is a diffusion parameter that quantifies the de-
gree of directionality of diffusion. FA in normal WM falls
within an established range14-19 determined by factors such as
axonal attenuation and packing, the thickness of the axon and
axonal membrane, the thickness of the myelin sheath, and the
relative membrane permeability to water. In recent years, DTI
has been used to characterize the extent of diffuse axonal in-
jury after TBI in adults.20-24 These studies documented reduc-
tions in FA both acutely20 and over time, particularly in the
CC, internal capsule (IC), and centrum semiovale (CS),22,23

sometimes with significant correlation to injury severity.21

Here we describe a preliminary study using DTI to examine
alterations to WM that persist at least 1 year after TBI experi-
enced in early childhood, specifically before age 7 years. A
group of age- and sex-matched children with orthopedic in-
juries (OIs) were identified as our control group. We hypoth-
esized that the WM tracts in children with TBI would show
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significant degeneration as reflected by reduced FA values in
various regions in the brain, and the severity of TBI was highly
correlated with the changes in FA value in WM.

Materials and Methods
This project was part of a larger research project (National Institutes

of Health RO1 HD044279) that studied the familial and social envi-

ronment of young children with TBI and their influence on cognitive

and behavioral recovery. The parent project used a concurrent co-

hort/prospective research design involving repeated assessments of

young children with TBI and young children with OI and their fam-

ilies. Inclusion of a comparison group with OI injuries allowed us to

examine the consequences of TBI relative to the functioning of a

group of children likely to be similar in family characteristics, prein-

jury behavior, and the stresses associated with acute hospitalization.

The institutional review boards at the participating hospitals ap-

proved both the parent project and the imaging study reported here.

Recruitment Criteria
In the parent project, consecutive admissions of children with mild,

moderate, and severe TBI or with OI not involving the central ner-

vous system were recruited at ages 36 – 84 months (at the time of

injury). Severity of TBI was defined as follows: severe TBI, GCS score

of 8 or less; moderate TBI, a GCS score of 9 –12 or a score of 13–15

accompanied by evidence of brain insult at the time of injury (on CT

or MR imaging or neurologic examination); and mild TBI, a GCS

score of 13–15 with no imaging abnormalities. Inclusion in the ortho-

pedic group required a documented bone fracture (other than the

skull) requiring an overnight hospital stay and the absence of any

findings suggestive of brain injury (eg, loss of consciousness or symp-

toms of concussion). We contacted all of the children in the parent

project who had sustained a TBI and were older than 6 years of age

and at least 12 months postinjury regarding participation in the neu-

roimaging study. Potentially eligible children with OI were matched

on time since injury, age, sex, ethnicity, and handedness with the TBI

group.

Participants
Nine children with TBI (6 boys, age � 7.89 � 1.00 years; range, 6.72–

9.10 years) and 12 children with OIs (7 boys, age � 7.51 � 0.95 years;

range, 6.46 –9.10 years) from the parent project consented to partic-

ipate and completed the imaging study successfully. The average GCS

score was 10.22 (SD � 4.68). Two children in the TBI group had

severe TBI, and 7 had moderate TBI (3 with GCS score �13; 4 with

GCS �13 but with abnormalities on imaging at the time of injury).

Two of the TBI group and one of the OI group were left-handers; 1 OI

child was ambidexterous. The TBI group and OI group did not differ

significantly in age (t � 0.88; P � .39), sex ratio (�2 � 0.017; P not

significant), verbal intelligence quotient (t � 0.07; P � .95), or ma-

ternal education (t � 0.55; P � .57; on-line Table 1).

Structural MR Imaging Evaluations
All of the MR images in this neuroimaging study were acquired at least

1 year after injury. The structural MR imaging was evaluated quanti-

tatively by a board-certified pediatric neuroradiologist for structural

abnormalities in the brain with evidence of volume loss, abnormal

signal intensity, or evidence of hemorrhage. These imaging features

were evaluated in 11 regions and substructures with a scale of 0 re-

flecting no injury, 1 for mild, 2 for moderate, and 3 for severe injury.

The sum of the individual regional scores for each feature was com-

piled for a global rating of chronic brain injury. Eight of the regions

considered were classified by hemisphere (right and left) and lobe

(frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital). The remaining 3 regions

included the brain stem, cerebellum (vermis and hemispheres), and

deep nuclei. Four TBI participants demonstrated abnormalities, 3 of

whom had global scores less than 5. However, 1 TBI participant who

was previously severely injured (acute GCS of 3) scored a value of 45

due to multiple regions with multiple imaging features and severity

scores of 3. Three of the orthopedic control participants had imaging

findings. One demonstrated a Chiari I malformation, one a supra-

vermian cyst scaled as a 1, and one a focal region of heterotopic gray

matter scaled as a 2.

Image Acquisition
All of the images were acquired on a 3T Trio MR imaging scanner

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). A 46-section, diffusion-weighted,

spin-echo echo-planar imaging scan was acquired in the axial plane

with the following parameters: TR/TE � 6000/87 ms; FOV � 25.6 �

25.6 cm; matrix � 128 � 128; section thickness � 2 mm; b-value �

1000 s/mm2; and 4 repetitions. Diffusion-weighted scans were ac-

quired in 12 optimized directions. Reference T2-weighted images

(b � 0) were also acquired. The duration of the DTI sequence was 5

minutes 48 seconds. In addition to the DTI sequence, we acquired a

whole-brain 3D magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition of gradi-

ent echo (MPRAGE) high-resolution T1-weighted anatomic image

with the following parameters: TR/TE � 2000/2.93 ms; FOV �

21.9 � 21.9 cm; matrix � 256 � 205; section thickness � 1 mm;

number of averages � 1; and scan time � 3 minutes 50 seconds. Two

subjects had excessive motion, and, thus, another 3D MPRAGE se-

quence (with same TR/TE) was acquired at a lower resolution and

shorter scan time: FOV � 21.9 � 21.9 cm; matrix � 256 � 128;

section thickness � 2 mm; number of averages � 1; and scan time �

2 minutes 30 seconds to ensure acquisition of the anatomic reference

data without artifacts.

Data Processing
Image reconstruction, postprocessing, and group statistical analysis

were performed either with DTIStudio 2.40 from John Hopkins Uni-

versity25 in region of interest (ROI)-based analysis or with routines

(Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Imaging Processing Software

[CCHIPS])26,27 written in IDL (Research Systems, Boulder, Colo) for

voxel-wise comparison. CCHIPS is available for free downloading at

http://irc.cchmc.org/cchips_main.htm.

For DTI data, the 3 eigenvectors and the 3 corresponding eigen-

values (�1, �2, and �3) were calculated based on the diffusion tensors,

and then the FA map was calculated with the following formula:

1) FA �
���1 � �2�

2 � ��2 � �3�
2 � ��1 � �3�

2

�2���1
2 � �2

2 � �3
2�

The Statistical Parametric Mapping analysis package (SPM5; Well-

come Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, United King-

dom) was used for spatial normalization and gray-WM segmentation

for all of the subjects. T1-weighted MPRAGE anatomic images were

used in this procedure. The WM probability maps were calculated

and then transformed into the Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI)

space. Estimation of the corresponding Talairach coordinate28 was

conducted according to a nonlinear transformation as described at

http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/MniTalairach.

To minimize the partial volume effects from gray matter contam-

ination and the “bleeding” effect, we applied stringent criteria to as-
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sure that only the WM was included in the subsequent group analysis.

After calculating the FA maps from diffusion tensor and registering

them to the MNI space, it was determined that regions retained for

further analysis must meet the following criteria: 1) FA �0.25 for all

of the individual subjects; 2) a P of over 0.9 for assignment as WM in

every subject based on the previous SPM5 segmentation results; and

3) the voxels that met criteria 1 and 2 and are common to at least half

of the participants (n � 11 in the present study).

Statistical Analysis
ROI-Based FA Intergroup Comparison. WM previously re-

ported susceptible to damage after TBI is located at many regions,

including interhemispheric fibers (anterior commissure and CC), in-

trahemispheric (association) fibers (superior longitudinal fasciculus

[SLF]), inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFO), inferior longitudi-

nal fasciculus (ILF), IC, projection fibers (pyramidal tract), and other

cortical connections.21,29 In our ROI-based group comparison, a se-

ries of WM regions was selected for each participant: genu, splenium,

body of CC (genu of corpus callosum [gCC], splenium of corpus

callosum [sCC], and body of corpus callosum [bCC], respectively),

anterior and posterior limb of interior capsule (ALIC, PLIC, respec-

tively), SLF, and IFO. As shown in Fig 1, ROIs were outlined on

color-coded FA maps following the approach described by Hermoye

et al.19 We first used 1 OI control subject and manually drew all of the

ROIs as demonstrated in Fig 1. Then, the ROIs identified in this sub-

ject were used as a guide to manually define ROIs for other subjects as

reproducibly as possible. All of the ROIs were outlined manually by 1

operator (W.Y.). Each ROI was sampled twice, and the intrarater

reliability was evaluated by comparing these 2 sets of samples with a

paired t test. No significant difference was found (P � .52). A 2-tailed

Mann-Whitney U test was used to test the statistical significance of the

FA difference between the TBI and OI groups with a P of 0.05 as the

threshold.

Voxel-Wise FA Intergroup Comparison. The difference of FA

values between the TBI group and the OI group was tested for statis-

tical significance on a voxel-by-voxel basis using Spearman partial

correlation analysis (with TBI and OI groups assigned the group val-

ues of 1 and 0, respectively). A cluster of 20 (ie, 20 contiguous voxels

in 3D space) and nominal z � 6 (corresponding with corrected P �

.001 based on Monte Carlo simulation) were used to improve speci-

ficity and adjust for the inflated � from multiple comparisons. Be-

cause WM has been found to have different diffusion characteristics

in boys and girls,30 we examined the potential confounding influence

of the child’s sex on group differences. Because including the child’s

sex as a putative confounder caused more than 20% of the voxels

within the ROIs (as determined by the otherwise simple linear regres-

sion analysis) to have a greater than 10% change of beta (regression

coefficient) value, this variable met the predetermined criterion (over

20% of voxels have over 10% change in beta) and was included as a

covariate in the final multivariate analysis.

Voxel-Wise TBI Within-Group Analysis. To analyze the associ-

ation between TBI severity and WM integrity, a linear regression

was performed within the group. This analysis was also performed

on a voxel-by-voxel basis to test the significance of the correlation

between FA value and GCS score. As before, sex was tested and

included as a confounder in the final multivariate linear regression

analysis.

Results

ROI-Based FA Intergroup Comparison
The Table shows the results of the comparison of FA values be-
tween TBI and OI groups in the selected ROIs. The FA values for
the OI group are in close agreement with normal values reported
in the literature.16,18,19 For children with TBI, there was a small
but statistically significant decrease of FA value in the gCC, ALIC,
and PLIC (P � .05, P � .01, and P � .05, respectively). There was
also a trend for a lower FA value in the sCC (P � .06), though the
difference did not reach statistical significance.

Fig 1. Color-coded FA map from a control participant. ROI include gCC, sCC, bCC, ALIC, PLIC, and IFO.

Mann-Whitney U test results of ROI-based group comparison

ROIs FA in TBI (n � 9) FA in Control (n � 12) P
sCC 0.69 � 0.11 0.77 � 0.06 .06
gCC 0.73 � 0.04 0.77 � 0.04 �.05*
bCC 0.69 � 0.12 0.75 � 0.05 .22
ALIC 0.53 � 0.03 0.58 � 0.04 �.05*
PLIC 0.58 � 0.02 0.63 � 0.04 �.01*
SLF 0.49 � 0.05 0.50 � 0.05 .42
IFO 0.45 � 0.06 0.45 � 0.05 .75

Note:—ROI indicates regions of interest; FA, fractional anisotropy; TBI, traumatic brain
injury; sCC, splenium of corpus callosum; gCC, genu of corpus callosum; bCC, body of
corpus callosum; ALIC, anterior limb of interior capsule; PLIC, posterior limb of interior
capsule; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus; IFO, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus.
* Statistically significant at P � 0.05.
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Voxel-Wise FA Intergroup Comparison
As demonstrated in Fig 2, many areas in the WM of the TBI
group have significantly lower FA than the control group
(nominal z � 6; cluster size � 20; corrected P � .001). Despite
the scattered appearance, many of these areas are contiguous
in space and represent important WM structures. The areas
found to have significantly lower FA values in the TBI group
include the IC, gCC, superior fronto-occipital fasciculus

(SFO), SLF, WM in ILF/IFO and nearby
regions, WM between SFO and SLF, and
WM located further superiorly in CS.

In Fig 2, 4 of these major areas (1, gCC;
2, PLIC; 3, SFO; and 4, SLF and other CS
regions) are delineated with rectangles in
different colors (blue, red, yellow, and
green for the 4 areas, respectively). It
should be noted that the name used for an
area represents only the major WM tract
passing through the region, whereas it
may contain WM from other tracts. For
each of these areas, mean FA was calcu-
lated for all of the pixels for each partici-
pant. The linear regression map shows a
strong inverse correlation between the
mean FA and group (0 for OI group and 1
for TBI group), as illustrated in Fig 3A
(P � .002, gCC), Fig 3B (P � .002, PLIC),

Fig 3C (P � .0001, SFO), and Fig 3D (P � .0006, SLF and other
CS regions).

Correlation between FA and GCS: Voxel-Wise TBI
Within-Group Analysis
A multivariable regression analysis was conducted to test the
significance of the correlation between WM integrity and TBI
severity. As shown in Fig 4, after controlling for sex differ-

Fig 2. Z-score map for voxel-based FA group comparison. TBI versus control, nominal z � 6, cluster size � 20, corrected P � .001. Voxels in light blue color represent higher statistical
significance that those in dark blue color. The position in z direction is also provided at the lower left corner in each section (in MNI space).

Fig 3. Group comparison of FA values between TBI and control
participant, with sex difference controlled for, in (A) gCC; (B)
right posterior limb of IC; (C) Fronto-occipital fasciculus; and (D)
superior longitudinal fasciculus and other CS regions.
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ences, multiple WM areas demonstrate significant association
between FA and GCS (nominal z � 6; cluster size � 20; cor-
rected P � .01, based on Monte Carlo simulation).

We categorized some of these major areas with significant
correlation into 4 separate groups (groups 1– 4) using rectan-
gles of different colors (blue, red, green, and yellow), as shown
in Fig 4. These 4 groups of voxels are distributed as follows:
group 1 (blue rectangle) mainly involves part of the gCC and
some WM areas where CC and IFO cross each other. Group 2
(red rectangle) mainly includes bilateral regions in the PLIC.

Group 3 (green rectangle) is located at ap-
proximately 20 –30 mm above anterior/
posterior commissure (AC/PC) plane and
includes some SFO regions adjacent to
ventricle, some regions between SFO and
SLF, and, most clearly, in significant areas
of corona radiata lateral to the ventricle.
Group 4 (yellow rectangle) is located more
superiorly at approximately 30 – 40 mm
above the AC/PC plane and includes
some WM between SFO and SLF, various
portions of SFO at multiple locations, and
other WM regions located more superi-
orly in CS.

As shown in Fig 5, these 4 groups of
voxels all demonstrate significant positive
correlation between FA and GCS scores
(P � .001, P � .0001, P � .005, P � .0001
for groups 1– 4, respectively). In these
analyses, less severe injuries (as reflected
by higher GCS scores) were highly corre-

lated with higher FA values.

Discussion
FA is a measurement of the degree of directionality of the
diffusion of water molecules in tissue and conveys physiolog-
ically relevant information about the integrity of WM struc-
ture and geometric organization. Lower FA often suggests a
degradation of WM tracts and/or a breakdown of the barriers,
such as the myelin sheaths and axonal membranes, for water
diffusion. In the current study, only the 2 most severely in-

Fig 4. Composite z-score map demonstrating correlation between FA values and GCS scores in TBI group. The z value is calculated based on the R value from the corresponding pixel.
Norminal z � 6, cluster size � 20, corrected P � .01. The voxels with significant correlation are coded with color and overlaid on an anatomic image. Some of these voxels are contiguous
in space and represent specific WM structures. Four such groups of voxels are marked with rectangles in different colors. These 4 groups (clusters) are (blue) CC and IFO; (red) PLIC; (green)
SFO and CS; and (yellow) SLF, SFO, and CS.

Fig 5. Linear regression of mean FA values adjusted for sex
in various focal WM areas vs GCS score. Sex factor is used
as covariate. Four subplots A through D correspond with 4
contiguous brain regions as marked with different colored
rectangles in Fig 4.
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jured children, more than a year after injury, had significant
abnormalities that were detectable on conventional MR imag-
ing. For other children with TBI, the injury was difficult to
characterize with conventional MR imaging and is probably
underestimated. We observed extensive reductions in FA val-
ues throughout the WM of these young children, which may
reflect the alteration of WM integrity in these regions after the
injury. The apparent sensitivity and quantitative correlation of
FA to the severity of injury remote to the time of brain trauma
suggest that this imaging technique may offer new possibilities
for both prognosis and monitoring the impact of rehabilita-
tion on WM organization.

In comparison to the few previous studies that used DTI to
characterize diffuse axonal damage after TBI in children,31,32

the current study adds significantly to our knowledge in 2
respects. First, the findings in our study are based on data from
young children who were an average of 2.3 years postinjury,
and most (78%) had injuries of moderate severity. In the study
by Wilde et al,32 the average GCS score was 5.7, whereas the
mean GCS for our sample was 10.22. Thus, the results from
our study suggest that differences in WM integrity in children
after early childhood TBI may persist for several years, even
among children with less severe TBI. Second, the application
of DTI using both an ROI-based comparison and a voxel-wise
exploratory method provides complementary information
about the impact of TBI on WM integrity based on the nature
of these 2 data analysis methods, even in this relatively small
sample of subjects. Consistent with our hypotheses and previ-
ous investigations in children31,32 and in adults,20 our ROI-
based comparisons revealed a significant decrease of FA in
young children with TBI in 3 of the regions being studied
(gCC, PLIC, and ALIC). Differences in the sCC also ap-
proached statistical significance. Extending previous investi-
gations, voxel-wise analysis was used to explore WM through-
out the brain, including areas that may be affected by the TBI
but might be beyond the range of a priori hypotheses and
predefined ROIs.

Although voxel-wise analysis is not hypothesis driven and
can, therefore, provide scattered and difficult-to-interpret re-
sults, findings in the current investigation revealed many ab-
normal areas, for example, CS, SLF, SFO, as shown in Fig 2,
that would elude ROI-based comparisons. One such specific
example is the WM tissue in the CS that demonstrated a sig-
nificant difference in FA. Because the CS includes an extensive
area in the brain, there is no objective and precise method to
outline its range, thus, defying ROI-based comparison. In gen-
eral, this voxel-wise approach showed that significant FA value
changes occurred in extensive WM areas including gCC,
PLIC, SLF, IFO, SFO, ILF, and extensive regions in CS. These
findings indicate that persistent WM changes after TBI in
young children may extend into a variety of WM tracts, espe-
cially those relatively long fiber tracts that connect the 2 hemi-
spheres (gCC), those that connect different lobes (SLF, IFO,
SFO, and ILF), or, in the case of PLIC, as a part of a long
projection fiber that extends from the vertex of cerebral cortex
to cerebral peduncle. The mechanism underlying the vulner-
ability of these WM structures during TBI warrants further
study. Subsequent research should examine how reduced FA
values in each of these regions correspond with changes in
neuropsychologic abilities and behavioral performance.

Examining the relationship between GCS scores and FA
values within the TBI group, we found that the FA value in
many regions was highly correlated with the GCS score, simi-
lar to previous findings in adults,21 suggesting that FA values
may provide a sensitive index of injury severity. It is interesting
to note that, comparing Figs 2 and 4, in some of the regions,
such as gCC, PLIC, SFO, and SLF, FA values in TBI patients
not only differed from those in the control group but were also
strongly correlated with the GCS score, indicating an associa-
tion between the FA value and injury severity. However, in
some other regions, such as corona radiata located lateral to
ventricles, FA value was significantly correlated with GCS
score (Fig 4, Z � 19 –29), but the group difference was not
significant (Fig 2). This suggests that the injury may have
caused subtle changes to the WM in the region but was not
severe enough to differentiate the TBI population as a group
from the control group.

Limitations
The results of voxel-wise analysis cannot not be regarded as a
strict superset of the results from ROI-based analysis, and,
thus, these approaches at times yield apparently contradictory
results. For example, although the ROI-based analyses found
group differences in FA values in the ALIC and PLIC, the
voxel-wise analyses revealed group differences in only a small
region in PLIC and no differences in ALIC (Fig 2). There are
several possible sources of these apparent discrepancies. First,
the use of very stringent criteria to control for multiple com-
parisons in the voxel-wise analyses will limit the number of
voxels that reach the significant threshold. A more liberal stan-
dard would lead to more voxels showing up as significant re-
gions on Fig 2; however, there would be an accompanying
increase in false-positive results, which might be misleading.
The normalization procedure used in the voxel-wise analysis
might serve as another potential source of discrepancy. Nor-
malizing data to a standard brain template is a routine proce-
dure and has been applied extensively in various imaging stud-
ies.28,33 However, this approach involves approximation based
on certain landmarks, and some useful information might be
lost in the procedure. In addition, the intersubject variance in
WM distribution is another possible source for the discrep-
ancy between the 2 methods.

Several additional limitations of the current investigation
should also be noted. First, the sample size was small (n � 9 for
TBI; n � 12 for OI), limiting both statistical power and the
ability to control for confounding variables. Another limita-
tion was the variability of imaging data at the time of injury.
Most of the children in the current sample had CT scans rather
than MR imaging, making it difficult to characterize the na-
ture and location of the WM lesions at the time of injury. In
addition, we did not have DTI information from the acute
injury period, making it impossible to examine changes in
WM integrity over the initial year after early childhood TBI.

Conclusion
The current findings suggest that DTI is a feasible, sensitive,
and noninvasive means of examining WM changes in young
children after TBI. Moreover, our results indicate that DTI can
provide useful information about long-term WM changes in
children with moderate, as well as severe, injuries. Future in-
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vestigations that follow larger cohorts over time will be neces-
sary to characterize WM changes over time after TBI in chil-
dren, as well as their relationship to cognitive and behavioral
outcomes. In this regard, it will be particularly important to
examine the relationship between FA values in specific WM
regions and both neuropsychologic skills and functional
outcomes.
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